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ABSTRACT 
 

Network is an interconnection of various systems in order to transfer the information 

from one location to other location through some physical medium. Generally networks are 

classified into various types based on the usage and configuration. Client-Server Architecture 

(CSA) is one among the various types of networks, where a client will have only facility like 

sending a request to the server and the server will always generates a response to requested 

client. As we all know that the data or information in the network is mainly divided into packets 

of equal sizes. However during communication there may occur some packets loss between 

nodes due to the reason like edge cut or node cut, this mainly happens due to inactiveness of 

some intermediate nodes. If any node during the communication becomes inactive it will lead to 

a network cut between the consecutive nodes which may sometimes leads to edge cut. The main 

two sources for packet losses in a multi hop wireless ad hoc networks are link error and 

malicious packet dropping attacks. In this proposed thesis, we for the first time observed a 

sequence of packet losses in the network in order to identify, whether the packet losses occurred 

by link errors, or by the problems like malicious packet drop and link error both the attacks at 

a time during communication. Also we proposed a novel homomorphic linear authenticator 

(NHLA) based on public auditing architecture that allows the detector to verify the truthfulness 

of the packet loss information reported by intermediate nodes that are available inside the 

network. As an extension we have implemented the proposed thesis with a new type of attack 

like energy or bandwidth attack, where the packet loss can be identified if any bandwidth or 

change has occurred over network during data communication. Also we included a new 

concept like block of users if they wish to do more than or equal to three failed transactions in 

a single session. 

 
Key Words:  Client –Server Architecture, Malicious Drop Attack, Multi Hop Wireless Ad hoc 

Networks, Packet Dropping Attacks, Homomorphic Linear Authenticator. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Now a day’s almost all parts of the world are concentrating more and more on their 

security levels. As we know that there was a tremendous increase of electronic devices almost 

each and every user try to store, retrieve and access the data to and fro via electronic devices. As 

the security plays a very important role even though there was a lot of hackers or intruders 

who try to hack or attack the sensitive data of others during data transmission. In recent days 

security plays a very vital role in each and every organization like banking, hotels, 

shopping malls, hospitals, schools and so on. As security plays a very prominent role a lot of 

users try to access the contents illegally and they want to misuse the content during transmission 

[1]. 

Generally attacks are classified into two types based on their individual roles and their 

individual functionality. They are as follows: 

1. Physical Attack 

2. Non-Physical Attack 

Physical Attack is the process attempted by an intruder and in turn misuse the content or 

damage it physically from its original content is known as physical attack. In this physical 

attack the data will not be transferred from valid source to valid destination, even some times 

with an attacked content [2]. On the other side if an attack occurs just in order to make delay 

during data transfer, without changing the original content is known as non-physical 

attacks. In this category the data will not be changed or damaged but just the data will be sending 

or received to and from the source and destination with some delay. Generally identifying the 

non-physical attack is very difficult for the network admin as the hacker can create delay either 

from source node or destination node or at router level. Hence it is very crucial task for the 

network admin to identify the non-physical attacker [3]. 

 

 

 
 

FIGURE 1. REPRESENTS THE TYPICAL ARCHITECTURE OF A DENIAL OF 

SERVICE ATTACK ON A TARGET SERVER 
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From the above figure 1, we can clearly identify that the dos attack which is created on a 

distributed network is termed as a distributed denial of service attack and in turn they will try to 

deny the access of valid user from the target server. These DDOS attackers always try to deny 

the access of authorized users from the target server. As we all know that more delay always 

leads to loss, so if a DOS attacker who wish to create some disturbance in transmission of data to 

and from the target server, then it will be leads to data loss. DDoS also known as Distributed 

.In maximum cases, the owners of the zombie computers may not identify that they are 

being utilized or affected by attackers. In some cases, there is only a periodic flooding of web 

servers with huge traffic in order to degrade the service, instead of taking it down completely 

which is clearly seen from above figure1. Actually when we look closely a multi-hop wireless 

network, all the nodes that are available in that multi hop networks try to cooperate one with 

another in relaying/ routing traffic. As this is one of the main functionality for the multi 

hop wireless networks, an adversary can always exploit this cooperative nature to launch 

various attacks. If any adversary wants to create any attack, he/she first try to pretend in front 

of you as a route discovery process. As the adversary slowly added into a route, now can 

start dropping the packets just by stop forwarding each and every packet that was coming from 

the malicious node simply stops forwarding every packet received from upstream nodes, 

completely disrupting the path between the source and the destination. Normally the DoS 

attackers who want to create a severe attack mainly try to paralyze the network by doing 

partition to its topology. 
 

 

 
 

FIGURE 2. REPRESENTS THE DETECTION OF PACKET DROPPER IN A 

WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORK 
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As we know that during the data transfer from a valid source to destination node, a 

malicious node which is also a part in the route can exploit its knowledge of the current network 

and try to create an attack either inside attack or it can create an attack from outside the network. 

Especially the malicious node first try to find out which packet is very important during the 

transmission and then it will decide to delete that important packet not to be send to the receiver 

end. This will drop either whole amount of data in that packet or it may drop small amount of 

data in that packet and try to create attack on that data. Sometimes the hacker may remove the 

useful content from the packets and add white spaces over that area in order to balance the size 

of those packets, which is also a critical situation to handle the attackers. For this purpose only 

we try to use message authentication code (MAC) for the packets in order to identify the 

trustiness of the content that was send from the sender and the same content reached with no 

attack or received with any attack in that network. This MAC is mainly used for identifying the 

signature at both the ends and find out which one is valid and which packet is invalid during data 

transmission. 

 

From the above figure 2, we can clearly identify that in a wireless ad hoc networks or 

wireless networks; there will be a sink node available in the network with a set of intermediate 

nodes. Where the intermediate nodes acts like sensors for transferring the request and response to 

and from the source node and sink node. Here the source node acts like a data repository node 

with all its information available in that node. If the sink node wants any data it will request from 

the source node through various intermediate sensors and in turn the data from the source node is 

sent as a response to the sink node. During the data communication there may be many attacks 

occurred in the network. One among them is packet drop attacks or compromised attacks. The 

nodes which are compromised with attackers leads to packet drop and the nodes which are not 

compromised with any attacker will allow the data to pass to the next available node. There will 

be RREQ request passed from source node to the sink node and if the RREQ enters any 

malicious node then RREQ fails at that position which leads to data loss or packet drop at that 

position. 

 

In this proposed thesis, we try to design an accurate algorithm for identifying selective 

packet drops caused by the inside attackers. As we entitled a word like truthful in our proposed 

thesis, so our proposed algorithm can provide a truthful and public decision algorithm for 

identifying the exact packet drops in the network. We can get high detection accuracy by 

exploiting the correlations between the exact positions of lost packet with that of previous 

packets. This is calculated by using a pre-defined function like auto-correlation function (ACF) 

to calculate the packet-loss bitmap, where a bitmap is a function which will tell about the exact 

status of each and every packet whether it is lost or received during transmission. The main idea 

of using this ACF is to calculate the accurate packet loss or received status from start of session 

till end of session. If we can able to detect the number of loss and received packets status 

accurately then we can calculate the exact count of number of successful packets transmission 

and number of exact packets loss in the network. Our proposed algorithm is very accurate in 

finding the cross-statistics for making a good decision. One of the main challenge in our 

proposed thesis is how to guarantee that the packet-loss bitmaps reported by individual nodes 

along the route are truthful. 
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II. BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE 

 
In this section we mainly discuss about the background work that was carried out in order 

to find out the packet droppers in an ad hoc networks. In this section we mainly discuss 

about various cuts that occur in the network during data transmission. Now let us look about 

these in detail. 

 

 

MAIN MOTIVATION 
 

Consider a wireless sensor network or wireless ad hoc network as a undirected graph 

represented with G=(V,E), Where „G‟ is represented as a graph with a set of vertices „V‟ and a 

set of edges „E‟ between a pair of nodes like (u, v) such that nodes u and v can exchange 

messages between each other. Here we try to assume that inter-node communication is 

symmetric in nature i.e., the key which is used for encryption at sender side should be used the 

same for the receiver side also. Generally an edge (u, v) is said to be incident on both the u and v 

nodes in the network. The nodes which are connected or having directly an edge with that node 

are known as the neighbors of node „u‟. Here we call a term like „cut‟, which is the failure of a 

set of nodes Vcut from G results in G being divided into multiple connected components [6]. We 

can recall one thing that in an undirected graph ‟G‟ is said to be perfectly connected if there is a 

way to go from every node to every other node by traversing the edges, and that a component Gc 

of a graph G is a maximal connected sub graph of G. We are interested in devising a way to 

detect if a subset of the nodes has been disconnected from a distinguished node, which we call 

the source node, due to the occurrence of a cut. 

 

Hi CUT 

 

In HiCut are a set of rules available and each rule defines a five-dimensional hypercube 

in a five-dimensional space, and each packet header defines a point in the space. The basic idea 

which lies behind the HiCuts algorithm is it recursively cuts the whole space into subspaces 

using one dimension. Now these individual subspace ends up with fewer overlapped rule hyper 

cubes that allow for a linear search. In HiCut ,there are mainly two parameters required, one is a 

space factor (spfac) and other is a threshold function (binth) in tuning the heuristics, which trade 

off the depth of the decision tree against the memory amount. Each and every field available in 

the hicut will be used to minimize the maximum number of rules included in any subspace. The 

spfac, a function of space measure, is used to determine the number of cuts for the chosen field. 

The binth is a predetermined number of rules included in the leaf nodes of the decision tree for a 

linear search. 

 

HYPERCUTS 

 

HyperCuts is a decision tree based algorithm. At each node in the decision tree, the set of 

current rules is split based on information from one or more fields in the rule. Each time a packet 

arrives, the decision tree is traversed based on information in the packet header to find a leaf 

node. A small number of matching rules that are stored in the leaf node are linearly traversed to 

find the highest priority rule that matches the packet. 
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III. PROPOSED NOVEL HOMOMORPHIC LINEAR 

AUTHENTICATOR ALGORITHM 
In this section we will mainly discuss about the proposed NHLA algorithm for detecting 

the packet loss that are available within the nodes during data communication. Also we will find 

out the AUTO CORRELATION Function in the next section which will automatically identify 

the count of successful and loss packets during data transmission using a function like payload. 

 

PRELIMINARY KNOWLEDGE 
 

Initially we try to design and analysis the HLA algorithm at the source side and the HLA 

will try to generate a MAC for all the several intermediate nodes like N1,N2...Nk, where K is the 

set of nodes that are available within the network. Our main motto of our proposed thesis is to 

identify the truthfull detection of attack nodes during data transmission. This is identified mainly 

by packet loss that was occurred during data transfer from one node to other node. Here we 

used Block Based Detection mechanism where this mechanism will identify if there is any 

node behaving differently like change in its topology structure[10]-[13].This Block based 

detection will block such a error nodes not to send data from valid source to destination. 

 
 

 
 

 

FIGURE 3.  REPRESENT THE PROCEDURE FOR DATA COMMUNICATION 

BETWEEN A SET OF NODES AVAILABLE IN VARIOUS CLUSTERS 
 

From the above figure5, we can clearly find out A,B,C,D are the set of intermediate 

nodes which are available in the network for communication. Here „S‟ is the source node which 

is used for sending data to the destination node „D‟ through the set of intermediate nodes that 

are available within the network. Here „R‟ is the router window that was available for 

sending requests to the cluster heads C1,C2 and so on. Here C1 is the cluster head for a 

region which contains A,B,C nodes with in that region and D is the node that was available 

in the cluster region 2.Now initially source asks a query to the router R with the help of 
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set of nearby intermediate node and once the query is reached, the router will then pass 

that query to the cluster head that was available for each and every cluster. Once the cluster 

head receives the query it will then view what are the nodes that are available with Free 

status and With No Attack case. So the cluster head will then choose such a intermediate 

node as a best node for sending data from specified source node to destination node. In this 

way the data will be send to the appropriate destination from a valid source. Here we used 

SHA1 [14] as the main algorithm for generating the signature for the data before we try to 

send to the destination node. The term SHA1 came for a word like Secure Hashing 

Algorithm1 which was developed by Ruth Betcher. Now let us look about that in detail 

 

 

SHA1 ALGORITHM PROCEDURE FOR GENERATING THE MESSAGE 

DIGEST SIGNATURE 
 

The SHA1 algorithm is divided mainly into 6 steps for generating the message 

authentication code from a valid sender to the receiver [15]-[17]. Now let us look at those 

five steps in detail. 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

STEP 1: Append Padding Bits 
Initially the Message is “padded” with a a bits like 1 and as many 0‟s as necessary to 

bring the message length to 64 bits fewer than an even multiple of 512. 

STEP 2: Append Length 
 

In this second stage we try to find the length of 64 bits are appended to the end of the 

padded message. This stage is used to represent that message should be 64 bit length format. 

 

STEP 3: Prepare Processing Functions 

In this stage the SHA1 algorithm  requires 80 processing functions defined as: 

f(t;B,C,D) = (B AND C) OR ((NOT B) AND D) ( 0 <= t <= 19) 

f(t;B,C,D) = B XOR C XOR D (20 <= t <= 39) 

f(t;B,C,D) = (B AND C) OR (B AND D) OR (C AND D) (40 <= t <=59) 

f(t;B,C,D) = B XOR C XOR D (60 <= t <= 79) 
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M[1, 2, ..., L]: Blocks of the padded and appended message 

f(0;B,C,D), f(1,B,C,D), ..., f(79,B,C,D): 80 Processing Functions 

K(0), K(1), ..., K(79): 80 Processing Constant Words 

H0, H1, H2, H3, H4, H5: 5 Word buffers with initial values 

 

 

STEP 6: Processing Message in 512-bit blocks (L blocks in total message)… 

. 

This is the main task of SHA1 algorithm which loops through the padded and appended 

message in 512-bit blocks. 

 

Input and predefined functions: 

STEP 5: Initialize Buffers…. 
 

SHA1 requires 160 bits or 5 buffers of words (32 bits): 

H0 = 0x67452301 

H1 = 0xEFCDAB89 

H2 = 0x98BADCFE 

H3 = 0x10325476 

H4 = 0xC3D2E1F0 

STEP 4: Prepare Processing Constants.... 
 

In this stage the SHA1 algorithm 80 processing constant words defined as: 

K(t) = 0x5A827999 
K(t) = 0x6ED9EBA1 

K(t) = 0x8F1BBCDC 

K(t) = 0xCA62C1D6 

( 0 <= t <= 19) 
(20 <= t <= 39) 

(40 <= t <= 59) 

(60 <= t <= 79) 
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FIGURE 4.  REPRESENT THE DETAILED EXPLANATION OF SHA1 ALGORITHM 

FOR GENERATING THE MESSAGE DIGEST SIGNATURE FOR A STRING 

CONCLUSION 
 

 
 

The message digest of the string: 

 

“This is a test Message by MADHURI PYDAH M.TECH VIZAG” 

 

4480afca4407400b035d9debeb88bf2222db514f 

STEP 6: Pseudo Code…. 
 

For loop on k = 1 to L 

(W(0),W(1),...,W(15)) = M[k] /* Divide M[k] into 16 words */ 

For t = 16 to 79 do: 

W(t) = (W(t-3) XOR W(t-8) XOR W(t-14) XOR W(t-16)) <<< 1 

A = H0, B = H1, C = H2, D = H3, E = H4 

For t = 0 to 79 do: 

TEMP = A<<<5 + f(t;B,C,D) + E + W(t) + K(t) E = D, D = C, 

C = B<<<30, B = A, A = TEMP 

End of for loop 

H0 = H0 + A, H1 = H1 + B, H2 = H2 + C, H3 = H3 + D, H4 = H4 + E 

End of for loop 

 

OUTPUT: 

H0, H1, H2, H3, H4, H5: Word buffers with final message digest 
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IV. PROPOSED AUTO COR-RELATION FUNCTION 
 

Here the co-relation technique is nothing but here the cluster head which is there for each 

and every cluster region is having a capability to identify each and every node carefully to find 

out which node is having perfect state same like original topology (i.e., The node behavior is 

same like how it was initially created) .If the node behavior is changed at the time of data 

transfer then such a node is stated as changed node or attack node, if we compared that with its 

initial state. So such a nodes will be co-related and they will not be taken into account for 

sending data from source to destination node. 

 
A correlation function is a function that gives the statistical correlation between random 

variables, contingent on the spatial or temporal distance between those variables. If one 

considers the correlation function between random variables representing the same quantity 

measured at two different points then this is often referred to as an autocorrelation function, 

which is made up of autocorrelations. Correlation functions of different random variables are 

sometimes called cross-correlation functions to emphasize that different variables are being 

considered and because they are made up of correlations. Correlation functions are a useful 

indicator of dependencies as a function of distance in time or space, and they can be used to 

access the distance required between sample points for the values to be effectively uncorrelated. 

In addition, they can form the basis of rules for interpolating values at points for which there are 

no observations. 

For possibly distinct random variables X(s) and Y(t) at different points s and t of some 

space, the correlation function is 
 

 
Where corr is described in the article on correlation. In this definition, it has been 

assumed that the stochastic variables are scalar-valued. If they are not, then more complicated 

correlation functions can be defined. For example, if X(s) is a random vector with n elements 

and Y(t) is a vector with q elements, then an n×q matrix  of  correlation  functions  is  defined 

with i,j element 
 

 
When n=q, sometimes the trace of this matrix is focused on. If the probability 

distributions have any target space symmetries, i.e. symmetries in the value space of the 

stochastic variable (also called internal symmetries), then the correlation matrix will have 

induced symmetries. Similarly, if there are symmetries of the space (or time) domain in which 

the random variables exist (also called spacetime symmetries), then the correlation function will 

have corresponding space or time symmetries. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Function_(mathematics)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Correlation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Random_variable
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Random_variable
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Autocorrelation_function
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Autocorrelation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Correlation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Random_vector
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trace_(matrix)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Probability_distribution
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Probability_distribution
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spacetime_symmetries
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FIGURE 5. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 

V. SYSTEM  IMPLEMENTATION 
Implementation is the stage where theoretical designs are converted into programmatical 

manner. Generally in this phase we will try to divide the whole application into several 

modules and try to analyze each and every module and their individual functionality. In this 

application we mainly divide the application into three modules, now let us discuss about each 

and every module in detail. They are as follows: 

 

1. Analysis of normal Case and Attack Case  

2. Signature evaluation for unique identity of the nodes  

3. Truthfull Detection  Module 

 

1. ANALYSIS OF NORMAL CASE AND ATTACK CASE 
 

In this module the data which is to be transferred is identified and observed in two 

different cases like: One in normal case and other is in Attack or Failure case. Initially if we 

don’t create any attack either from internal or external nodes and user tries to send data from 

a valid sender node to destination node. Then such a data transfer is treated as a normal mode 

transfer. If the same data is transferred through any intermediate node failure either through low 

energy level or link failure, then such a data transfer is treated as an attack case and this will 

be clearly identified by the router which is monitoring whole network. 
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2. SIGNATURE EVALUATION FOR UNIQUE IDENTITY OF THE NODES 
 

In this module all the sender node tries to pass the information from a valid 

intermediate path to the valid destination node with no attack or no packet loss. 

This module includes three parts: 

 

A) SIGNATURE GENERATION USING MD5 ALGORITHM: 
 

A message-digest algorithm is also called a hash function or a cryptographic hash 

function. It accepts a message as input and generates a fixed-length output, which is generally 

less than the length of the input message. The output is called a hash value, a fingerprint or a 

message digest. 

The   algorithm   is   a   collision-resistant   message-digest   algorithm. Message-digest 

algorithms are mainly used in implementing digital signature to all nodes. 

 

DESCRIPTION OF THE MD5 ALGORITHM 
 

Takes as input a message of arbitrary length and produces as output a 128 bit 

“fingerprint” or “message digest” of the input. It is conjectured that it is computationally 

infeasible to produce two messages having the same message digest. Intended where a 

large file must be “compressed” in a secure manner before being encrypted with a private 

key under a public-key cryptosystem. 

 

MORE INFORMATION ON THE MD5 HASH 

 

MD5 hashes are 128-bits in length and are normally shown in their 32 digit hexadecimal 

value equivalent. This is true no matter large or small the file or text       may       be. One       

example       of       this       is       the       hex value 120EA8A25E5D487BF68B5F7096440019, of 

which the plain text translation is "This is a test". 

 

B) SHORTEST PATH CREATION BY  PRIM’S ALGORITHM: 
 

Shortest best path to destination is created using Prim’s algorithm. Every vertex 

will appear in the minimum spanning tree of any connected graph G. Prim's minimum 

spanning tree algorithm starts from one vertex and grows the rest of the tree one edge at a time. 

In greedy algorithms, we make the decision of what to do next by selecting the best local 

option from all available choices without regard to the global structure. Since we seek the tree 

of minimum weight, the natural greedy algorithm for minimum spanning tree repeatedly selects 

the smallest weight edge that will enlarge the tree. 

 

 
FIGURE 6. FINDING OF SHORTEST PATH USING PRIM’S ALGORITHM 

https://www.lifewire.com/what-is-hexadecimal-2625897
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Prim’s Algorithm: 

 

Select an arbitrary vertex to start the tree from. While (there are still non-tree vertices) 

Select the edge of minimum weight between a tree and non-tree vertex Add the selected edge 

and vertex to the tree. 

The main motto of this module is data should be transferred from a valid source node to 

destination node with no packet loss in any manner without any attack. 

 

C) HOMOMORPHIC LINEAR AUTHENTICATOR: 
 

HLA checks all the nodes and verifies signature. If any node with different 

signature is found then with the help of Block Based Detector it detects what type of attack 

it is and blocks that particular node and then by correlation function it finds the next 

alternative node to send data. 
 

 
FIGURE 7. ARCHITECTURE SIMPLE DIAGRAM 

 

 
BLOCK BASED DETECTION: 
 

Here all the nodes have undergone with Block Based Detection process. Initially every 

node has its unique behavior. Block Based Detection checks whether the node behavior is 

same as how it is initially created. If the node behavior is changed, i.e. like change in its 

topology structure then BBD will block such error nodes. One of the parameter/function of BBD 

is calculating the “correlation”. 

 

CORRELATION: 
 

A Correlation function is a function that gives statistical correlation between random 
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variables depending upon the distance between variables. Correlation functions of different 

random variables are sometimes called as cross correlation function (all the variables are being 

considered).Correlation functions are useful indicator of dependences as a function of distance in 

time or space. 

 

 Correlation is defined as: 

 

 
 For   example,   if X(s)   is   a random   variable with n elements   and Y(t)   is   a   vector with q 

elements, then an n×q matrix of correlation functions is defined with i, j elements: 

 Formula: 

 
Now all the nodes are checked between sources to destination which are 

selected during Prim’s algorithm. 

 
We repeat the derivation till the destination 

 

 
From the above, attack has occurred at N3. From N2 with the help of correlation 

technique it checks for nearest best node. Now let us calculate the distance from N2 to N4 and 

N11,  as N4 and N11 are nearest nodes to N2. 

 

Calculation of N2 to N4: 

 

 
 

= [1(-2+14) -3(-3+7) +5(6-2)] x [2(-2+4) -1(-1+2) +3(2-2)] 

= [1(12) -3(4) +5(4)] x [2(2) -1(1) +3(0)] 

= (12 -12 + 20) x (4 – 1 + 0) 

= 20 x 2 

=60 

 
= [1(-2+14) -3(-3+7) +5(6-2)] x [2(4-2) +1(-4-1) +1(4+2)] 

= [1(12) -3(4) +5(4)] x [2(2) +1(-5) +1(6)] 
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= (12-12+20) x (4-5+6) 

= 20 x 5 =100 

From the above we can see that the distance from N2 to N4 is the shortest than N2 to 

N11, hence the data is sent through N4. 

 
 

3. TRUTHFUL DETECTION MODULE: 

This module is mainly meant for identifying the failure node or failure path exactly 

within the network during data communication. As we all know that in a WSN there will be no 

fixed topology that was available, a node or router which creates a problem within the network 

during data communication can’t be exactly identified at any way due to because the network is 

periodically changing its positions. So hence the truthful detection of failure nodes is not 

possible in the current networks. Hence in this application we introduced a new module in which 

the packets are easily identified where it is lost and also the failure cause for those appropriate 

packets. 
 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 
 

We finally proposed a novel homomorphic linear authenticator (NHLA) based on public 

auditing architecture that allows the detector to verify the truthfulness of the packet loss 

information reported by intermediate nodes that are available inside the network. In order to 

calculate the correlation between lost packets within the network, it is critical to acquire truthful 

packet-loss information at individual nodes. So we used a function like bitmap which can 

calculate the exact and accurate status of lost packets and successful transferred packets at the 

end of data transmission. Also we used SHA1 for generating a MAC for all intermediate 

nodes that are available inside the network to identify if there was any attack occurred 

during data transmission. By conducting various experiments on our proposed scheme, the 

proposed NHLA is more accurate in detecting the packet drop and also efficient in providing 

counter measure for that packet loss. As a future work the proposed mechanisms are limited 

up to static wireless ad hoc networks. But the Frequent changes on topology and link 

characteristics have not been considered properly in this current thesis so we try to extend the 

future work with highly mobile environment with dynamic access. 
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